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“Samuel’s	challenge	to	forsake	the	
American	Dream	and	embrace	the	
gospel	extends	to	both	American	and	
Mexican	Chris=ans.”	

�
“You hear constantly that people are 
disappearing, people are being kidnapped. 

You experience having people that you met being robbed, raped or 
kidnapped,” said Samuel Orrico, a DTS student and church planter. 
Samuel has fears about moving back to Mexico to pastor Cultura 
Gospel, a church of about sixty that he recently co-planted. He said, 
“One of my fears is if something ever happens to my family because I 
brought them to Mexico.” 

Each year hundreds of thousands enter the United States from Mexico, 
fleeing such fear and pursuing the American Dream. Over one hundred 
thousand Mexicans return home from the US of their own volition, most 
often to reunite with family. This year Samuel will join them, but with a 
goal that extends beyond family reunification to city transformation. 
“Mexico is a rough place, but it’s by Christians who remain in the city 
and present the gospel that it’s gonna change,” Samuel said.

Samuel’s challenge to forsake the American Dream and embrace the 
gospel extends to both American and Mexican Christians. For American 
Christians, he said, “I think you can help us by preaching and living in a 
way that makes us understand that the American Dream is not the 
gospel.” After living in the US for ten years, he identifies with this 
challenge. “I struggle with the comfort that I got myself used to,” he 
said. “And when I think about going back to Mexico, I think about my 
wife and my kids and the place that I’m bringing them to. Why not just 
be here? This is a beautiful country. This is a comfortable country.” 



Having graduated this month, Samuel, Rebekah, and their two boys, 
Isaias (2) and Oseas (1) plan to leave the US with little more than their 
clothes—and Samuel’s books. The family will sell their furniture, their 
car, and use whatever money they gain to travel to Xalapa to join their 
biological and spiritual families at Cultura Gospel. Rebekah will leave 
the only nation she has called home, speaking little to no Spanish, 
laboring to make the foreign the familiar. They will exchange the 
American Dream for the dream of a neighborhood, a city, a country 
changed by the gospel. 
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